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INTRODUCTION
Ever since the first postulation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)-organic molecules carrying fused benzene rings-together with their (partially) (de)hydrogenated, ionized, protonated, and substituted counterparts as the missing link between small carbon clusters, fullerenes, and carbonaceous nanoparticles (interstellar grains) (1) , an intimate understanding of their formation mechanisms in the interstellar medium (ISM) has been sought from the astrophysics, astrobiology, and astrochemistry communities (2) (3) (4) (5) . Today, PAH-like molecules are presumed to be ubiquitous in the ISM (6) (7) (8) , account for 10-30% of the galactic interstellar carbon (9, 10) , and provide critical nucleation sites for the formation of carbonaceous dust particles (11, 12) . PAHs have also been linked to the unidentified infrared (UIR) emission bands observed in the range of 3-14 μm (3,300-700 cm −1 ) (13, 14) and to the diffuse interstellar bands (15) (16) (17) , which are discrete absorption features superimposed on the interstellar extinction curve ranging from the blue part of the visible (400 nm) to the near IR (1.2 μm). The UIR emission features and diffuse interstellar bands are not restricted to our own galaxy as UIR bands have also been observed toward the Cigar Galaxy, M82 (18) ; a persistent debate has emerged on the role of aliphatic versus aromatic carbonhydrogen stretches describing the 3.4-μm (2,941-cm −1 ) feature with methyl-substituted PAHs as potential candidates (19) (20) (21) . Finally, PAH-like molecules are relevant to the astrobiological evolution of the ISM. In PAHs, the methylidyne (CH) moiety can be replaced by an isoelectronic nitrogen atom, forming biorelevant molecules such as nucleobases-key building blocks in RNA.
Despite the importance of PAH-like molecules in the astrochemical and astrobiological evolution of the ISM, the routes to interstellar PAHs have not been well characterized. The discovery of the simplest PAH, naphthalene (C 10 H 8 ), together with more complex PAHsanthracene/phenanthrene (C 14 H 10 ) and pyrene/fluoranthrene (C 16 H 10 ), even up to seven-ring (C 28 H 16 ) species along with their C1, C2, and C3 alkyl-substituted PAHs-in at least 20 carbonaceous chondrites strongly implies an interstellar origin (22, 23) . Sophisticated isotopic studies (e.g., on D, 13 C) verified an interstellar source and proposed inner envelopes of carbon-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, such as IRC+10216, where temperatures can reach up to a few thousand Kelvin, as the key breeding grounds for these increasingly complex organic molecules (24) . Because of the combustion-relevant temperatures of circumstellar envelopes, the most favorable routes to form polycyclic aromatic species have been borrowed from the combustion chemistry community. These pathways have been suggested to involve molecular weight growth processes through sequential reactions of aromatic radicals (ARs) and resonantly stabilized free radicals (RSFRs), such as the phenyl (C 6 H 5 ) and propargyl radicals (C 3 H 3 ), respectively, eventually leading to carbonaceous nanoparticles. Along with acetylene (C 2 H 2 ), these pathways have been contemplated as the basis for the hydrogen abstraction-acetylene addition (HACA) (25) (26) (27) , phenyl addition-cyclization (28, 29) , and ethynyl addition (30) mechanisms. Owing to their stability even at elevated temperatures of several thousand Kelvin, RSFRs and ARs can reach high concentrations in circumstellar environments; these high concentrations make them important reaction intermediates involved in mass growth processes ultimately forming PAHs.
In recent years, based on current models, it has become apparent that PAHs are destroyed faster in the ISM than they can be synthesized (31) (32) (33) . First, theoretical studies, driven by laboratory studies on the loss of acetylene (C 2 H 2 ) upon the photolysis of small PAHs, predicted lifetimes of a few hundred million years for PAHs in the diffuse ISM. Second, interstellar shock waves driven by supernova explosions forecast similar short lifetimes for PAHs in the ISM (34) . Finally, energetic cosmic ray bombardment rapidly degrades small PAHs, once again on a timescale of only a few hundred million years. These timescales are much shorter than the timescale for the injection of new, PAH-based material into the ISM by carbon-rich AGB stars together with carbon-rich planetary nebulae as the descendants of AGB stars (i.e., around two billion years) (34) . Finally, a recent computational study by Mebel and colleagues (35) revealed that the HACA mechanism-the central backbone in contemporary PAH synthesis in circumstellar envelopes of carbon-rich AGB stars-terminates with the formation of naphthalene and acenaphthalene (C 12 H 8 ). More complex PAHs, even those with only three six-membered rings (anthracene, phenanthrene), cannot be formed via HACA-based pathways. Consequently, the ubiquitous presence of PAHs in the ISM and in carbonaceous chondrites presents a mystery and implies a crucial, hitherto unexplained route to the fast chemical growth of PAHs in the cold environment of the ISM at temperatures as low as 10 K.
To fill the void of rapid and facile formation routes to PAHs, scientists have often looked to ion-molecule reactions as a one-size-fits-all route. The idea of an ion-molecule-dominated interstellar chemistry originated from the 1970s, when the molecular complexity of the ISM was highly underestimated and astrochemists had the misconception that ion-molecule reactions are always barrierless and all neutral-neutral reactions possess entrance barriers. Current astrochemical models speculate that the synthesis of benzene and more complex PAHs is dictated by convoluted networks of ion-molecule reactions involving, for instance, methane (CH 4 ), ethylene (C 2 H 4 ), and propargyl with C 2 H + 5 and C 4 H + 2 ions to initially form C 6 H + 5 ions (of an unknown structure) (36, 37) , which then further react to form PAH-like cations via multistep pathways (38) . However, the validity of these routes of PAH formation has remained conjectural, as the outcomes of these bimolecular reactions have often been educationally guessed and not a single laboratory experiment could corroborate the extent to which PAHs are formed in these elementary reactions. Upon the removal of unstudied ion-molecule reactions leading to C 6 H + 5 , for instance, the peak abundance of C 6 H + 5 drops by over three orders of magnitude, resulting in a similar reduction of benzene formed via ion-molecule reactions. Combined with the uncertainties in the assumed rate constant of the association reaction of C 6 H + 5 with molecular hydrogen to form C 6 H + 7 (39) , not even the benzene molecule-the key building block of all PAHs-could be formed in sufficiently high quantities (40) . However, the incorporation of barrierless and rapid neutral-neutral reactions involving reactions of ethynyl radicals (C 2 H) with 1,3-butadiene (C 4 H 6 ; H 2 CCHCHCH 2 ) emerged as the most prominent route to synthesize the benzene molecule in cold molecular clouds such as TMC-1, holding temperatures as low as 10 K. These findings also rationalize the detection of benzene with the Infrared Space Observatory toward the protoplanetary nebula CRL 618, with benzene approximately 40 times less abundant than acetylene (41) , and suggest the ubiquitous presence of the benzene molecule throughout the ISM. Successive studies of bimolecular neutral-neutral reactions of ethynyl and dicarbon (C 2 ) with vinylacetylene (C 4 H 4 ), 1,3-butadiene, and isoprene (2-methyl-1,3-butadiene; C 5 H 8 ), exploiting the crossed molecular beam technique and combining reactive scattering data with electronic structure calculations, provided compelling evidence that monocyclic aromatic molecules can be formed via exoergic and fast, barrierless reactions from acyclic precursors as a result of a single collision (Figure 1) . These investigations delivered the first solid evidence that bimolecular cyclization reactions involving two neutral reactants can synthesize monocyclic aromatic molecules in the gas phase.
This review expands the novel concept of aromatization reactions via bimolecular neutralneutral collisions from monocyclic systems to PAHs. It compiles the current knowledge on the formation of naphthalene-the simplest PAH-with its derivatives (e.g., hydrogenated naphthalene, mono-and di-methyl-substituted isomers) involving exoergic and fast, barrierless reactions of phenyl-type radicals [e.g., phenyl, meta-tolyl (m-C 6 H 4 CH 3 ), para-tolyl ( p-C 6 H 4 CH 3 )] with the C4 and C5 hydrocarbons vinylacetylene, 1,3-butadiene, 1-methyl-1,3-butadiene (C 5 H 8 ), and 2-methyl-1,3-butadiene (C 5 H 8 ) as extracted from crossed molecular beam reactions and electronic structure calculations. These systems are prototypical representatives of a new class of reactions forming PAHs and their derivatives involving an initial van der Waals complex and a submerged barrier in strongly exoergic processes in the gas phase. These characteristics make bimolecular collisions of phenyl-type radicals with unsaturated C4 and C5 hydrocarbons unique candidates to synthesize (methyl-substituted) PAHs and their partially hydrogenated counterparts in cold molecular clouds at temperatures as low as 10 K, bringing us closer to understanding the formation mechanisms of PAHs in ultracold interstellar environments.
THE CROSSED MOLECULAR BEAM APPROACH
Which experimental approach can best reveal the chemical dynamics involved in the formation of PAHs in the gas phase? Experiments conducted under single-collision conditions, in which particles A of one supersonic beam are made to collide only with particles BC of a second beam (Equation 1), are ideal to investigate the chemical dynamics of bimolecular gas phase reactions at the most fundamental, microscopic level (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) . These are crossed molecular beam experiments. In contrast to bulk experiments, in which reactants are mixed, the crossed beam approach has the unique capability of generating highly reactive radicals, such as phenyl-type radicals (AR . ) and hydrocarbons (RH) in separate pulsed supersonic beams (Equation 2). In principle, both reactant beams can be prepared in well-defined quantum states before they cross at a specific collision energy under single-collision conditions. These features provide an unprecedented opportunity to observe the consequences of a single-collision event and to identify the nascent reaction products, excluding secondary collisions and wall effects, ultimately gaining information on the chemical dynamics of the reaction:
Over the past few decades, the use of crossed molecular beams has led to an unprecedented advancement in our understanding of fundamental principles underlying chemical reactivity. Detailed experimental studies of simple three-atom reactions established experimental benchmarks, such as the reactions of chlorine (59, 60) , fluorine (61, 62) , deuterium (63, 64) , carbon (65), nitrogen (58, 66) , oxygen (67) (68) (69) , and sulfur atoms (70) (76) , F/CD 4 (77) ]. These systems are prototypical reactions in bridging our theoretical understanding of reactive scattering via dynamics calculations on chemically accurate potential energy surfaces with experimental observations (78) . Although interest in these simple elementary reactions still continues, with the development of powerful theoretical methods, attention has turned in recent years to more complex systems of significant interest in combustion processes and catalysis, as well as interstellar and planetary chemistry (46-58, 79, 80) . However, only recently have there been experimental studies of the reactions of phenyl-type radicals with hydrocarbon molecules leading to the formation of PAH-like species under single-collision conditions. This delay resulted from previously insurmountable difficulties of generating stable supersonic beams of phenyl-type radical reactants with sufficiently high concentrations to detect the product molecules. The formation of PAHs and their hydrogenated as well as methyl-substituted counterparts was explored systematically under single-collision conditions as provided in an ultraclean crossed beam machine (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) 52) . The main chamber consisted of a stainless steel box evacuated by magnetically suspended turbo molecular pumps to the low 10 −8 Torr region. Two source chambers for separate supersonic beams were located inside the main chamber; in its current geometry, the beams cross perpendicularly. In the primary source, a pulsed supersonic beam of heliumseeded phenyl, meta-tolyl, or para-tolyl radicals was prepared by photolyzing the appropriate chlorine-substituted precursor molecule [i.e., chlorobenzene (C 6 H 5 Cl), meta-chlorotoluene (m-ClC 6 H 4 CH 3 ), and para-chlorotoluene ( p-ClC 6 H 4 CH 3 )] at 193 nm. The radical beam passed through a skimmer into the main chamber; a chopper wheel located after the skimmer and prior to the collision center selected slices of the radical beam with well-defined peak velocities tunable between 1,600 and 1,800 ms −1 , which then reached the interaction region with typical number densities of approximately ∼3 × 10 13 radicals per cubed centimeter. Each beam was so dilute that collisions within the molecular beam were negligible but were sufficiently dense to monitor the products. This section of the radical beam then intersected a pulsed hydrocarbon beam under welldefined collision energies up to 55 kJ mol −1 . Importantly, the incorporation of pulsed supersonic beams is key in untangling the reaction dynamics of PAH formation. First, pulsed UV lasers can be operated in concert with pulsed beams to selectively photolyze the precursor molecule in the molecular beam to form the desired radical reactant. Second, the operation of pulsed valves allows reactions with often-expensive (partially) deuterated chemicals to be carried out; this is crucial to extract key information on the reaction dynamics, such as the position of the hydrogen or deuterium loss(es) if multiple reaction pathways are involved.
Which detection scheme is incorporated for the reaction products? Spectroscopic detection schemes such as laser-induced fluorescence and Rydberg tagging are restricted to hydrogen, www.annualreviews.org • Reaction Dynamics in Astrochemistry deuterium, and oxygen atoms and to species such as hydroxyl radicals (OH) (i.e., those with well-established spectroscopic fingerprints) (81) . Therefore, this approach is not suitable for the detection of PAH-like species, whose a priori spectroscopic properties are, with the exception of naphthalene, unknown. Similarly, it is problematic to identify PAH-type molecules via ion imaging and tunable synchrotron radiation because absolute photoionization cross sections to determine branching ratios do not exist. Therefore, the ultraclean crossed beam machine incorporates a triply differentially pumped, universal quadrupole mass spectrometric detector coupled to an electron impact ionizer operating at extreme ultrahigh vacuum conditions down to the medium 10 −13 Torr range, which is rotatable within the scattering plane as defined by both beams. Here, any species reactively scattered from the collision center after a single-collision event can be ionized in the electron impact ionizer and in principle can have the mass (and the molecular formula) of all products of a bimolecular reaction determined by varying the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) in the mass filter. Because of the universal electron impact ionization of the products, even species with unknown spectroscopic properties can be detected. In our setup, we are operating the ionizer at electron energies of 80 eV at an energy at which the ionization cross sections of organic molecules are at their maximum. Our ionizer can also be operated via soft electron impact ionization as pioneered by Casavecchia et al. (57, 58, 80, 82) . This approach utilizes electrons with low, tunable energy (8-30 eV) to reduce or even eliminate potential complications from dissociative ionization. However, in the case of the present experiments, soft ionization has one disadvantage: At electron energies of 8-30 eV, the ionization cross sections of the newly formed molecules are at least a factor of 20 lower than the electron impact ionization cross sections with 80-eV electrons (83) . Therefore, in the case of pulsed crossed beam experiments with a lower duty cycle compared to continuous sources, soft ionization is impractical. However, soft electron impact ionization was utilized to characterize the primary reactant beams on axis and in situ.
Which observables of key relevance to PAH formation can be extracted from these crossed molecular beam experiments? First, mass spectrometry allows for the determination of the mass and hence the molecular formula of the products of a bimolecular reaction by varying m/z in the mass filter. Second, by systematically exploiting (partially) isotopically labeled reactant molecules, most commonly partially deuterated reactants, one can trace the position of the hydrogen or deuterium loss. For instance, in the reaction of ethynyl radicals with methylacetylene (CH 3 CCH), the atomic hydrogen loss leads to the formation of product(s) with a molecular formula C 5 H 4 (64 u). However, we cannot determine if the hydrogen atom is lost from the former ethynyl radical, from the methyl group, or from the acetylenic group. Nevertheless, potential atomic hydrogen losses in the crossed beam studies of the C 2 H-CD 3 CCD, C 2 D-CH 3 CCD, and C 2 D-CD 3 CCH systems enable us to identify the position(s) of the atomic hydrogen loss by tracking the production of ions at the masses corresponding to the isotopologs C 5 D 4 , C 5 H 2 D 2 , and C 5 D 4 at m/z = 68, 66, and 68, respectively (84) (85) (86) . Third, because the triply differentially pumped detector is rotatable within the plane defined by both beams, it is possible to map out, at distinct m/z, the laboratory angular distribution and the time of flight spectra of the products from the interaction region over a finite flight distance. By accounting for the apparatus functions as well as angular spreads, a forward-convolution technique transforms the data from the laboratory to the center-of-mass reference frame. These center-of-mass functions [translational energy, P(E T ), and angular distributions, T(θ )] are crucial to untangle the chemical dynamics of the reaction and to identify the nascent reaction products under single-collision conditions. The output of this process is the generation of a product flux contour map, I(θ, u) = P(u) × T(θ ), which reports the flux of the reactively scattered products (I) as a function of the center-of-mass scattering angle (θ) and product velocity (u). This function is defined as the reactive differential cross section and can be seen as the image of the chemical reaction containing all the information on the scattering process. Neither bulk nor kinetic experiments can supply this information. These functions contain some basic information to untangle the underlying chemical dynamics of the reaction.
Considering the center-of-mass translational energy distribution, P(E T ), the maximum translational energy of the products (E max ) can be exploited to obtain the reaction energy. Based on energy conversation, for those products born without internal excitation, subtracting the collision energy from the maximum translational energy of the products yields the exoergicity of the reaction. This is crucially important when different structural isomers with different reaction exoergicities are produced. As discussed above, in the case of polyatomic reactions, it is always useful to conduct the reactions systematically with (partially) deuterated reactants, as multiple structural isomers can be formed. Therefore, by comparing the experimental reaction energies to form (partially) deuterated products at distinct m/z with theoretically computed reaction energies, we can elucidate the product isomers formed together with their branching ratios (87) (88) (89) . Additionally, in the most favorable case, the distribution maximum of P(E T ) can provide the order of magnitude of the barrier height in the exit channel (87) (88) (89) . If P(E T ) peaks at zero or close to zero translational energy, the bond rupture within the decomposing reaction intermediate has either no or only a small exit barrier (loose exit transition state). Conversely, P(E T ) can depict pronounced maxima away from zero translational energy, suggesting tight exit transition states and a significant geometry rearrangement, as well as a significant electron density change from the decomposing intermediate to the products resulting in a repulsive bond rupture. The center-of-mass angular distribution [T(θ )] provides information on the reaction mechanism (e.g., direct, indirect, osculating) and might help in estimating the lifetime of the decomposing complex. By comparing the center-of-mass functions with potential energy surfaces and the geometries of reactants, products, and intermediates, one can also infer the reaction intermediate(s) and the nature of the decomposing complex(es). This method can provide direct insight into the nature of the chemical reaction and, in some cases, the preferential rotational axis of the fragmenting complex(es) and the disposal of excess energy into the products' internal degrees of freedom as a function of the scattering angle and collision energy (48) . With respect to PAH formation, indirect reactions proceeding via complex formation are critically important. These reactions depict reactive scattering flux over the complete angular range. If the flux contour map portrays a symmetric profile around 90 • , the forward-backward symmetry is characteristic of a bimolecular reaction proceeding through a reaction intermediate holding a lifetime longer than its rotation period. The complex lives long enough on the picosecond timescale to rotate several times, and it will have forgotten the directions of the incoming collision partners. The decomposing complex can also have geometrical constraints. For instance, a forward-backward symmetric function, which yields a distribution maximum at 90 • , results from a reaction intermediate, which loses a hydrogen atom perpendicularly to the rotational plane of the fragmenting intermediate almost parallel to the total angular momentum vector. Furthermore, the angular flux distribution can be asymmetric around 90 • ; often the flux at 0 • is larger than that at 180 • . In this simple scenario, a so-called osculating complex exists: The reaction is still indirect and proceeds via the formation of an intermediate, but the lifetime of the latter is on the order of the rotation period, and multiple rotations cannot occur. Here, the asymmetry can be used as a clock to estimate the lifetime of the intermediate.
RESULTS

Naphthalene
The formation of naphthalene-the prototypical PAH with two six-membered rings-has been explored via the bimolecular reactions of the phenyl radical with vinylacetylene and the D5-phenyl 
Figure 2
Bicyclic aromatic molecules and their methyl-substituted counterparts formed in exoergic and de facto barrierless bimolecular reactions of phenyl-type radicals with vinylacetylene (C 4 H 4 ), 1,3-butadiene (C 4 H 6 ), and 1-/2-methyl-1,3-butadiene (C 5 H 8 ): (6) naphthalene (C 10 H 8 ; phenyl-vinylacetylene), (7) 1-methylnaphthalene (C 10 H 7 CH 3 ; meta-tolyl-vinylacetylene), (8) 2-methylnaphthalene (C 10 H 7 CH 3 ; meta/para-tolyl-vinylacetylene), (9) 1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 10 ; phenyl-1,3-butadiene), (10) 9-methyl-1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 9 CH 3 ; meta-tolyl-1,3-butadiene), (11) 8-methyl-1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 9 CH 3 ; meta/para-tolyl-1,3-butadiene), (12) 1-methyl-1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 9 CH 3 ; phenyl-1-methyl-1,3-butadiene), and (13) 2-methyl-1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 9 CH 3 ; phenyl-2-methyl-1,3-butadiene) (83, (90) (91) (92) .
radical (C 6 D 5 ) with vinylacetylene by accessing the C 10 H 9 potential energy surface (Figures 2,  3a, and 4a) (83) . For the phenyl-vinylacetylene system, a reactive scattering signal was detected at m/z = 128 (C 10 H + 8 ), indicating that the reaction of the phenyl radical with vinylacetylene leads to the synthesis of a hydrocarbon molecule with the molecular formula C 10 Flux contour plots of the reaction of (a) the phenyl radical with vinylacetylene leading to naphthalene and (b) the phenyl radical with 1,3-butadiene forming 1,4-dihydronaphthalene.
was designed to determine if the hydrogen atom is emitted from the vinylacetylene molecule. A reactive scattering signal was observed at m/z = 133 (C 10 H 3 D + 5 ), indicating that the hydrogen atom is released from the vinylacetylene reactant. Considering that the count rates of the hydrogen atom loss in the reactions of vinylacetylene with phenyl and D5-phenyl radicals are essentially identical within the error limits, the hydrogen atom is suggested to be ejected predominantly from the vinylacetylene reactant and not from the phenyl group. This interpretation of the raw data alone provided convincing evidence that in the reaction of phenyl radicals with vinylacetylene, a hydrocarbon of the molecular formula C 10 H 8 is formed, with atomic hydrogen loss as the driving force and the hydrogen atom originating from the vinylacetylene reactant.
The laboratory data were converted into the center-of-mass frame and combined with electronic structure calculations to identify the product isomer(s) formed (Figure 3a) . The highenergy cutoffs of the center-of-mass translational energy distributions revealed reaction energies of −268 ± 30 kJ mol −1 , which are consistent with the formation of at least the naphthalene product. These data agree nicely with the computed data (−265 ± 5 kJ mol −1 ) and data in the literature (−276 ± 18 kJ mol −1 ) to form naphthalene plus atomic hydrogen. We note that the 1-phenyl-vinylacetylene isomer (C 6 H 5 HCCHCCH) is less stable by 223 ± 5 kJ mol −1 and cannot account for the experimentally derived reaction energy. Furthermore, the P(E T ) distribution shows a pronounced maximum at 30-40 kJ mol −1 , indicating the involvement of a tight exit transition state to form naphthalene plus a hydrogen atom. The fact that the center-of-mass angular distribution T(θ ) displays intensity over the complete angular range demonstrates that the reactions follow indirect scattering dynamics through the formation of C 10 H 9 and C 10 H 4 D 5 complexes with lifetimes longer than their rotational periods. Most importantly, the T(θ ) distribution has a pronounced maximum at 90 • , as is evident from the flux contour plots (Figure 4a) . This signals sideways scattering and exposes geometrical constraints of the fragmenting C 10 H 9 /C 10 H 4 D 5 intermediates, with the hydrogen atom ejected almost parallel to the total angular momentum vector and hence perpendicular to the molecular plane of the rotating, decomposing complex(es).
These findings, combined with electronic structure calculations, and tracing the atomic hydrogen loss with deuterated reactants, allow us to identify two open pathways to naphthalene, among them one with a de facto barrierless route in the entrance channel. These reactions proceed through addition of the phenyl radical to the terminal C1 and C4 carbon atoms of vinylacetylene to form C 10 H 9 intermediates [1] and [2] shown in Figure 3a bound by 187 and 208 kJ mol −1 , respectively. Most importantly, when the phenyl radical approaches the C1 carbon atom of vinylacetylene, the potential energy surface is attractive until the formation of a van der Waals complex ([0] in Figure 3a) , which is weakly stabilized by 19 kJ mol −1 with respect to the separated reactants. The further approach leading to the formation of a carbon-carbon bond and intermediate [1] is hindered by a barrier of 5 kJ mol −1 , but the corresponding transition state lies lower in energy than the separated phenyl plus vinylacetylene reactants. In this sense, a barrier to addition exists, but this barrier is located below the energy of the separated reactants and is called a submerged barrier. For the overall reaction from phenyl plus vinylacetylene to intermediate [1] , the reaction is de facto barrierless. After isomerization to intermediate [1] , the latter undergoes a hydrogen shift from the phenyl ring to the vinylacetylene moiety to yield intermediate [3] , followed by ring closure to intermediate [4] and a further hydrogen shift, forming intermediate [5] . A hydrogen ejection from the C1 carbon atom of the 1-hydro-naphthalene intermediate (intermediate [5] ) leads to naphthalene via a tight exit transition state located 24 kJ mol −1 above the products. The competing pathway to naphthalene, via addition to C4, involves an entrance barrier of 5 kJ mol −1 . The resulting doublet radical (intermediate [2] ) undergoes a hydrogen shift followed by cyclization and naphthalene formation (intermediate [6] → intermediate [5] → naphthalene plus atomic hydrogen). Our computations also revealed that three monocyclic products-cis-1-phenyl-vinylacetylene (C 6 H 5 HCCHCCH), 4-phenyl-vinylacetylene (C 6 H 5 CCHCCH 2 ), and trans-1-phenyl-vinylacetylene (C 6 H 5 HCCHCCH)-are energetically accessible; these isomers, however, are more than 200 kJ mol −1 less stable than naphthalene.
At zero pressure and collision energies lower than 5 kJ mol −1 , our calculations predict the almost exclusive formation of naphthalene with branching ratios of approximately 99%. Therefore, in cold molecular clouds, where the barrier to addition to C4 cannot be overcome, naphthalene represents the sole reaction product, whose formation is initiated by a van der Waals complex ([0] in Figure 3a ) and the addition of the phenyl radical to the C1 carbon atom, which holds the vinyl (H 2 CCH) moiety, through a submerged barrier, forming intermediate [1] . The successive isomerization sequence intermediate [1] → intermediate [3] → intermediate [4] → intermediate [5] through hydrogen shift → cyclization → hydrogen shift is terminated by the emission of a hydrogen atom and formation of naphthalene through a tight exit transition state. As predicted experimentally based on the off-zero peaking of the center-of-mass translational energy distribution and also theoretically, the exit transition state is rather tight and located approximately 24 kJ mol −1 above the separated products. This can be easily rationalized because the reverse reaction involves the addition of a hydrogen atom to a closed-shell aromatic hydrocarbon, which is associated with an entrance barrier. Finally, the experimentally predicted sideways scattering as visualized in the flux contour plot (Figure 4a) is also verified by electronic structure calculations depicting an angle between the plane of the decomposing intermediate and the direction of the atomic hydrogen loss of 81.9 o (Figure 5a ).
Dihydronaphthalene
The synthesis of 1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 10 )-the prototype of a doubly hydrogenated PAH-was investigated via the bimolecular reactions of the phenyl radical with 1,3-butadiene and D6-1,3-butadiene (C 4 D 6 ) as well as of the D5-phenyl radical with 2,3-D2-1,3-butadiene (C 4 H 4 D 2 ) and 1,1,4,4-D4-1,3-butadiene (C 4 H 2 D 4 ) (Figure 2) (90) . For the phenyl-1,3butadiene system, a reactive scattering signal probed at m/z = 130 (C 10 H + 10 ) suggested that a 81.9˚b
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Geometries of the tight exit transition states in the reactions of (a) the phenyl radical with vinylacetylene forming naphthalene and (b) the phenyl radical with 1,3-butadiene forming 1,4-dihydronaphthalene.
the reaction of the phenyl radical with 1,3-butadiene results in the formation of a hydrocarbon with the molecular formula C 10 H 10 plus atomic hydrogen via a single-collision event. For the phenyl-D6-1,3-butadiene system, a reactive scattering signal was measured at m/z = 136 (C 10 D 6 H + 4 ); this signal corresponds to hydrogen atom emission from the phenyl ring. The intensity of the hydrogen loss was 58 ± 15% compared to that in the phenyl-1,3-butadiene system. These findings suggest that the hydrogen atom is emitted from both the phenyl ring and 1,3-butadiene. The hydrogen loss channel in the reaction of partially deuterated 1,3-butadiene molecules with D5-phenyl radicals was monitored to further investigate the extent to which hydrogen emission originated from the 1,3-butadiene molecule. The results of these reactions indicated that the hydrogen emission from the CH 2 group as recorded by tracing the reactive scattering signal at m/z = 137 (C 10 H 3 D + 7 ) in the reaction of 2,3-D2-1,3-butadiene with D5-phenyl accounts for approximately 32 ± 10% of the signal for the hydrogen loss of the phenyl-1,3-butadiene system, thus accounting for 90 ± 25% of the hydrogen detected via the partially deuterated reactants compared to the fully hydrogenated system. The interpretation of the raw data alone suggests that in the reaction of phenyl radicals with 1,3-butadiene, a hydrocarbon of the molecular formula C 10 H 10 is formed via atomic hydrogen loss; results with (partially) deuterated experiments indicated the formation of at least two structural isomers via hydrogen loss from the phenyl radical and from the CH 2 moiety of the 1,3-butadiene reactant.
The laboratory data were again converted into the center-of-mass frame and combined with electronic structure calculations to ascertain the product isomer(s) formed (Figure 3b) . The highenergy cutoffs of the center-of-mass translational energy distributions exposed reaction energies of −120 ± 30 kJ mol −1 , which are consistent with the formation of at least 1,4-dihydronaphthalene. These data agree nicely with the computed data (−98 ± 5 kJ mol −1 ). The trans-1-phenyl-1,3butadiene, cis-1-phenyl-1,3-butadiene, and 2-phenyl-1,3-butadiene isomers are less stable by 70-80 kJ mol −1 and cannot account for the experimentally derived reaction energies. Moreover, the P(E T ) distribution exhibits a pronounced distribution maximum of 30-40 kJ mol −1 . These findings suggest the existence of at least one reaction channel that holds a tight exit barrier upon the decomposition of the C 10 H 11 intermediate(s). The T(θ ) distribution revealed intensities over the complete angular range, suggesting that the reactions follow indirect scattering dynamics through the formation of C 10 H 11 complexes with lifetimes longer than their rotational periods. Furthermore, the maximum at 90 • suggests the existence of geometrical constraints when the reaction intermediate decomposes (i.e., a preferential hydrogen loss parallel to the total angular momentum vector and almost perpendicular to the rotational plane of the decomposing intermediate).
These findings are now being merged with electronic structure calculations (Figure 3b) . The calculations predict that upon the approach of the phenyl radical to 1,3-butadiene toward the terminal C1 atom, the potential energy surface is attractive until the formation of a van der Waals complex ([0] in Figure 3b) ; this complex is stabilized by 25 kJ mol −1 with respect to the separated reactants. As the carbon-carbon distance continues to decrease, the system proceeds via a submerged barrier located 3 kJ mol −1 above the complex but 22 kJ mol −1 below the reactants. Hence, for the overall reaction from phenyl plus 1,3-butadiene to form intermediate [1] , the reaction is de facto barrierless. The intermediate can lose a hydrogen atom from the attacked C1 carbon to form 1-phenyl-trans-1,3-butadiene with an overall exoergicity of 36 kJ mol −1 and with the hydrogen atom loss transition state residing 15 kJ mol −1 above 1-phenyl-trans-1,3-butadiene plus atomic hydrogen. After the van der Waals complex [0] isomerizes to intermediate [1] , the latter undergoes a trans-cis isomerization to intermediate [2] followed by ring closure to intermediate [3] . Hydrogen ejection from the bridged carbon atom of intermediate [3] leads to the 1,4-dihydronaphthalene product via a tight exit transition state located 31 kJ mol −1 above the separated products. Additionally, through a barrier of 12 kJ mol −1 , the phenyl radical can attack the central carbon atom of 1,3-butadiene, leading to intermediate [4] . Intermediate [4] isomerizes via phenyl group migration to intermediate [1] or ejects a hydrogen atom to the non-PAH isomers. At the low temperature of interstellar clouds of 10 K, only the barrierless addition to C1 forming intermediate [1] is open, whereas the addition to C2 yielding intermediate [4] is closed. Furthermore, the sideways scattering, as verified by a pronounced maximum of the center-of-mass angular distribution at 90 • (Figure 4b) , indicated the existence of geometrical constraints upon decomposition of intermediate [3] (i.e., the emission of the hydrogen atom perpendicular to the rotation plane of the fragmenting intermediate). This has also been authenticated theoretically, and the computations depict an angle of the hydrogen atom loss of 93.0 • with respect to the molecular plane (Figure 5b) . Finally, the product branching ratios computed at zero pressure and collision energies lower than 12 kJ mol −1 reveal that 1,4-dihydronaphthalene clearly dominates the isomer distribution up to approximately 90%.
(Di)Methyl-Substituted (Dihydro)Naphthalenes
We now transfer the concepts learned from the barrierless formation of two of the simplest representatives of (hydrogenated) PAHs-naphthalene and 1,4-dihydronaphthalene-to methyland dimethyl-substituted (dehydrogenated) PAHs, whose structures are compiled in Figures 2  and 6 , respectively. In the case of naphthalene, a formal replacement of a single hydrogen atom by a methyl group at the C1 and C2 carbon atoms yields 1-and 2-methylnaphthalene (molecules 7 and 8 in Figure 2 , respectively). Based on the concept of the chemical reactivity of the phenyl radical with vinylacetylene (Section 3.1), we might foresee that a replacement of a hydrogen atom in the phenyl radical reactant by a methyl group should not have any effect on the reaction mechanisms (Figure 3) . Hence, if the methyl group is replaced at a carbon atom in the phenyl radical far away from the radical center, such as in the meta and para position, yielding meta-and para-tolyl, the methyl group should act solely as a spectator without inducing sterical hindrance in the addition process and isomerization via hydrogen migration and ring closure. The results of the crossed molecular beam reactions of vinylacetylene with meta-tolyl (92) and para-tolyl (91) confirm these predictions. Approaching the C1 atom holding the H 2 C moiety of vinylacetylene, both the meta-and para-tolyl radicals form van der Waals complexes, which are stabilized by approximately 5 kJ mol −1 with respect to the reactants. The complexes lead to the formation of carbon-carbon bonds once again through submerged barriers located only 1 kJ mol −1 above the van der Waals complex but 4 kJ mol −1 below the energy of the reactants. These pathways lead to the formation of methyl-substituted complexes (intermediate [1] in Figure 3) , which then undergo isomerization via hydrogen shift → cyclization → hydrogen shift and hydrogen emission, forming 1-and 2-methylnaphthalenes via tight exit transition states. In cold molecular clouds, the competing additions to C4 have barriers of ∼7 kJ mol −1 and hence are closed. In analogy to the reaction of vinylacetylene with the phenyl radical, both the meta-and para-tolyl radical reactions form methylnaphthalenes with yields of 99% at collision energies of less than 7 kJ mol −1 (i.e., lower than the barrier to addition at the C4 carbon atom). It is important to note that because of the molecular structure of the radical reactant, the reaction of the para-tolyl radical leads solely to 2-methylnaphthalene, whereas the meta-tolyl radical forms 1-and 2-methylnaphthalene upon reaction with vinylacetylene. Here, the hydrogen shift in the methyl-substituted counterpart of intermediate [1] can take place from the C2 and C5 carbon atoms of the phenyl moiety to the C2 atom of the vinylacetylene moiety, resulting in the formation of two chemically nonequivalent methyl-substituted intermediate [3] types, which in turn undergo ring closure to distinct methylsubstituted intermediate [4] types. However, in the case of the para-tolyl-vinylacetylene system, both the C2 and C5 positions of the phenyl moiety are chemically equivalent, and only a single methyl-substituted intermediate [3] is formed. In summary, the reaction of meta-and para-tolyl radicals with vinylacetylene follows the pattern of the barrierless aromatization in the phenylvinylacetylene system, leading almost exclusively to 1-and 2-methylnaphthalene under conditions resembling cold molecular clouds.
Having transferred the concept of barrierless ring-closure reactions leading to aromatization from naphthalene to methyl-substituted naphthalenes, we can now shift the principle in a similar pattern from 1,4-dihydronaphthalene to its (di)methyl-substituted counterparts (Figures 2  and 6 ). In the case of 1,4-dihydronaphthalene, the situation is more complex because, compared to naphthalene, both rings are chemically nonequivalent. This can lead to the replacement of a hydrogen atom at the aromatic ring at the C6 and C7 positions, resulting in 9-methyl-1,4dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 9 CH 3 ; molecule 10 in Figure 2 ) and 8-methyl-1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 9 CH 3 ; molecule 11), or at the olefinic ring, yielding 1-methyl-1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 9 CH 3 ; molecule 12) and 2-methyl-1,4-dihydronaphthalene (C 10 H 9 CH 3 ; molecule 13), respectively. Considering that the reaction of the phenyl radical with 1,3-butadiene synthesized the 1,4-dihydronaphthalene molecule (Section 3.2), a hydrogen atom can be replaced in the phenyl ring at the meta or para positions (i.e., reactions of meta-and para-tolyl with 1,3-butadiene, forming molecules 10 and 11). Alternatively, a hydrogen atom can be substituted by a methyl group at the C1 and C2 positions of 1,3-butadiene, resulting in reactions of 1-methyl-1,3-butadiene and 2-methyl-1,3-butadiene with phenyl radicals, forming molecules 12 and 13, respectively. All additions to the C1 carbon atom involve the initial formation of a van der Waals complex, which is bound by approximately 7 kJ mol −1 with respect to the reactants. After passing a submerged barrier to addition, which is located 4-5 kJ mol −1 below the energy of the separated reactants, methyl-substituted intermediate [1] is formed, which then undergoes trans-cis isomerization, ring closure, and hydrogen loss through tight exit transition states located 29-40 kJ mol −1 above the products, yielding methyl-substituted 1,4-dihydronaphthalenes (molecules 10-13).
Finally, we explore the reaction mechanisms leading to dimethyl-substituted 1,4dihydronaphthalenes (Figure 6) . The replacement of two hydrogen atoms by a methyl group at each ring (aromatic versus olefinic) requires crossed beam experiments in which both reactants hold a methyl group. Both the meta-and para-tolyl radical reactants fulfill this requirement for the radical reactant, as do the 1-and 2-methyl-1,3-butadiene hydrocarbon reactants. Replacing
DISCUSSION
Above we demonstrate that de facto barrierless entrance and overall exoergic gas phase reactions of phenyl-type radicals with vinylacetylene and (methyl-substituted) 1,3-butadiene conducted under single-collision conditions lead to the formation of (methyl-substituted) naphthalene and 1,4dihydronaphthalene. Here we attempt to extract generalized concepts on the chemical reactivity of phenyl-type radicals leading to PAH formation at ultralow temperature conditions in cold molecular clouds of typically 10 K.
All bimolecular reactions of phenyl-type radicals with the C4 and C5 hydrocarbons vinylacetylene and (methyl-substituted) 1,3-butadiene leading to PAH-type products as discussed above are dictated by attractive long-range interaction forces and initiated by the formation of van der Waals complexes, which are weakly bound by 7-25 kJ mol −1 with respect to the separated reactants. PAH formation commences by the addition of the phenyl-type radicals to the C1 carbon atom holding the H 2 C moiety of the vinyl group. The barrier to addition is typically 1-5 kJ mol −1 above the van der Waals complex but is below the energy of the separated reactants. Therefore, a barrier to addition does exist, but it is located below the energy of the reactants (submerged barrier), and the reaction proceeds de facto without any entrance barrier. This finding deserves further discussion. Conventional wisdom dictates that the addition of phenyl-type radicals to an olefinic double bond is associated with entrance barriers, for example, 10 kJ mol −1 for ethylene as one of the building blocks of vinylacetylene and 1,3-butadiene. Even though this barrier is quite low, it cannot be overcome at low temperatures of 10 K in cold molecular clouds. However, the enhanced polarizabilities of the C4 and C5 hydrocarbons vinylacetylene and (methyl-substituted) 1,3-butadiene, ranging from 7.7 Å 3 to 10.0 Å 3 , correlate with greater attractive long-range dispersion forces between the phenyl-type radical and the C4/C5 hydrocarbon compared to ethylene (4.15 Å 3 ). The enhanced polarizabilities and attractive long-range dispersion forces trigger the formation of a weakly bound van der Waals complex ([0] in Figure 3) , which subsequently isomerizes via a submerged barrier. The required existence of a submerged barrier to addition necessitates that the phenyl-type radical must react with a C4 or higher hydrocarbon, which in turn must carry a vinyl group in order to form a weakly bound van der Waals complex. The van der Waals complex subsequently isomerizes via the addition of the phenyl-type radical with its radical center to the H 2 C moiety of the vinyl group, forming doublet radicals, which are bound by 180-200 kJ mol −1 .
These acyclic doublet radicals undergo multiple rearrangements. In the case of the vinylacetylene reactant, a hydrogen shift from the phenyl-type group to the C2 carbon atom of the vinylacetylene moiety is followed by ring closure and another hydrogen shift, effectively leading to the formation of (methyl-substituted) singly hydrogenated naphthalene intermediates, which then eject a hydrogen atom from C1, forming (methyl-substituted) naphthalenes. The emitted hydrogen atoms originate solely from the H 2 C moiety of the vinyl-type group of the vinylacetylene reactant. Considering the (methyl-substituted) 1,3-butadiene reactants, a trans-cis isomerization in the addition complex is followed by ring closure, forming (methyl-substituted) singly hydrogenated 1,4-dihydronaphthalene intermediates, which then lose a hydrogen atom from the bridge carbon atom, forming (methyl-substituted) 1,4-dihydronaphthalenes. It is important to highlight that the ejected hydrogen atoms originate solely from the phenyl-type radical and that all exit transition states involving atomic hydrogen loss and aromatization are rather tight and located up to 40 kJ mol −1 above the separated products. Furthermore, in each system, the hydrogen atom is lost almost perpendicularly to the plane of the decomposing complex (Figures 4 and 5) . This sideways scattering can be rationalized by considering the molecular structures of the naphthalene and 1,4-dihydronaphthalene products. Here, in the reversed reaction, the hydrogen atom has to interact with the π-electron system of the aromatic moieties, which are located perpendicular to the molecular plane of naphthalene and 1,4-dihydronaphthalene. Finally, at zero pressure and zero collision energy-conditions replicating gas phase conditions of cold molecular clouds-the formation of the PAH-type products is almost quantitative, with typical branching ratios of 99%, with the remaining 1% leading to the formation of non-PAH products, which are thermodynamically less stable typically by 200 and 90 kJ mol −1 for the naphthalene-and 1,4-dihydronaphthalene-type systems, respectively.
We are now testing these generalized concepts of de facto barrierless and exoergic PAH formation via reactions of phenyl-type radicals in an attempt to derive additional prerequisites to PAH formation. First, we tested the prerequisite of a C4 hydrocarbon reacting with a phenyl-type radical for the reaction to proceed barrierlessly. Our studies of the phenyl-propene (C 3 H 6 ; H 2 CCHCH 3 ) (93) system and of the reactions of phenyl-type radicals (phenyl, meta-tolyl, para-tolyl) (92, 94) with two C 3 H 4 isomers, allene (H 2 CCCH 2 ) and methylacetylene, revealed that these reactions involve barriers to addition of 6-14 kJ mol −1 . The absence of van der Waals complexes might be attributed to the lower polarizabilities of the C3 reactants of only 6.2-6.3 Å 3 compared to up to 10.0 Å 3 of the C4 reactants. In the case of the C 3 H 4 isomers allene and methylacetylene, both reactions ultimately led to the formation of (methyl-substituted) indene isomers, with indene considered as the prototypical PAH carrying one six-and one five-membered ring (Figure 7) , however, only after passing an initial entrance barrier to the addition of the phenyl-type radical. Therefore, reactions of phenyl-type radicals with methylacetylene and allene cannot form PAHs 
Figure 7
Indene and methyl-substituted indene isomers formed in exoergic reactions involving entrance barriers of phenyl-type radicals (phenyl and meta-and para-tolyl) with allene and methylacetylene under singlecollision conditions (92, 94) .
www.annualreviews.org • Reaction Dynamics in Astrochemistry 59 in cold molecular clouds but potentially can in circumstellar envelopes of carbon stars, where elevated temperatures of a few thousand Kelvin help to overcome the barriers to addition. Second, we are investigating the effect of enhanced hydrogen content in the hydrocarbon reactant. With respect to the propene reactant, the propene-phenyl reaction did not lead to the formation of PAH-type products (93, 95) . Detailed electronic structure calculations revealed that the initial addition intermediate preferentially decomposed via atomic hydrogen and methyl loss pathways, forming non-PAH products; the synthesis of the PAH derivative indane (C 9 H 10 ) would require an addition → hydrogen shift → cyclization → hydrogen loss sequence, in which the transition state for the hydrogen shift is located almost 20 kJ mol −1 above the exit barrier to lose a hydrogen atom from the initial collision complex and approximately 9 kJ mol −1 above the energy of the separated reactants, thus effectively blocking the formation of indane. The energetically unfavorable nature of this transition state can be readily understood considering that, owing to the enhanced hydrogen content in the hydrocarbon reactant, the resulting doublet radical lacks any resonance stabilization, thus making hydrogen migration energetically less favorable than in the case of indene (C 9 H 8 ) formation. The failed PAH formation in the crossed beam reaction of butene (C 4 H 8 ) with phenyl radicals (95) follows this trend. Conversely, the reaction of phenyl-type radicals with the hydrogen-poor reactants vinylacetylene and 1,3-butadiene involves the formation of RSFR intermediates and, inherently, relatively low-lying atomic hydrogen migration and/or cyclization transition states. However, the enhanced hydrogen content of the butene reactant prohibits the formation of any RSFR intermediate and ultimately PAH formation. Therefore, these considerations suggest that RSFR intermediates and inherently lower barriers to their isomerization reactions, as compared to those for immediate atomic hydrogen loss or carbon-carbon bond cleavage, are crucial to the synthesis of PAH products; enhanced hydrogen content in the reactants inhibits the formation of RSFRs, eventually blocking PAH synthesis. Finally, we discuss the effect of the molecular structure of the hydrocarbon reactant on PAH formation by comparing the reactivity of four butadiene isomers: 1,3-butadiene, 1-butyne (HCCC 2 H 5 ) (89), 2-butyne (CH 3 CCCH 3 ) (89), and 1,2-butadiene [H 2 CCCH(CH 3 )] (96). Combined crossed beam and computational studies revealed that only the reaction of 1,3-butadiene with phenyl (Section 3.2) leads to PAH formation. Reactions of phenyl radicals with the other isomers are dictated by a phenyl radical addition followed by either carbon-carbon or carbon-hydrogen bond rupture processes, leading to non-PAH products. Considering the molecular structures of 1-butyne, 2-butyne, and even 1,2-butadiene, it is evident that the initial addition product has to undergo multiple hydrogen shifts prior to ring closure and hydrogen loss. The lack of formation of resonantly stabilized radical intermediates in these hydrogen migrations again results in energetically unfavorable isomerization steps, which cannot compete with carbon-hydrogen or carbon-carbon bond rupture processes. However, in the case of vinylacetylene (H 2 CCHCCH) and (methyl-substituted) 1,3-butadiene, resonantly stabilized reaction intermediates can be formed owing to the presence of -C≡CH and -HC=CH 2 groups in conjugation with the vinyl-type group (H 2 CCR; R = H, CH 3 ), to which the phenyl-type radical is added via a submerged barrier. Therefore, the presence of -C≡CH and -HC=CH 2 groups in conjugation with a vinyl-type group (H 2 CCR; R = H, CH 3 ), to which the phenyl-type radical is added via a submerged barrier, in a hydrocarbon reactant larger than C3 is a crucial prerequisite to PAH formation.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Combined crossed beam and electronic structure calculations revealed the facile formation of (methyl-substituted) PAHs, which can be formally derived from naphthalene and 1,4-dihydronaphthalene, upon reaction of phenyl-type radicals with vinylacetylene and hν hν hν hν
Figure 8
Schematic representation of the stepwise growth of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in the interstellar medium via reactions of phenyl-type radicals with vinylacetylene involving low-temperature chemistry.
(methyl-substituted) 1,3-butadiene. The underlying reaction dynamics involve a de facto barrierless addition of the phenyl-type radical within an initial van der Waals complex through a submerged barrier to a vinyl-type moiety, which must be in conjugation with a -C≡CH or -HC=CH 2 group in the hydrocarbon reactant to form an RSFR intermediate. These intermediates then rearrange, ultimately forming a cyclic intermediate, which then undergoes aromatization www.annualreviews.org • Reaction Dynamics in Astrochemistry 61 and PAH formation via atomic hydrogen loss. For the formation of a van der Waals complex, sufficiently strong, attractive, long-range interactions have to be present, suggesting that phenyl-type radicals only form van der Waals complexes with C4 or higher hydrocarbons. In cold molecular clouds, these de facto entrance barrierless, elementary reactions form naphthalene-and 1,4dihydronaphthalene-based PAHs in yields of up to 99%, also demonstrating the unique connection between RSFR intermediates and PAH formation. These results are also vital to predict synthetic routes to form more complex PAHs, such as anthracene and phenanthrene, in the ISM, considering that a recent computational study revealed the HACA mechanism to be inefficient in the formation of PAHs beyond acenaphthalene (35) . In the ISM, via atomic hydrogen loss from the C1 and C2 positions, the photodissociation of naphthalene can lead to 1-and 2-naphthyl radicals (Figure 8) (83) . Reactions of the latter with vinylacetylene might propagate PAH extension to systems with three fused benzene rings: anthracene and phenanthrene. These reactions are also expected to be barrierless owing to the much stronger bound van der Waals complex in the entrance channel between vinylacetylene and the naphthyl radical, holding polarizabilities of 7.7 Å 3 and 16.5 Å 3 , respectively. Therefore, we might classify the reaction of vinylacetylene with the phenyl radical as the prototype of a class of vinylacetylene-mediated reactions for PAH growth in cold interstellar environments.
To conclude, the simple route to barrierless PAH formation in low-temperature environments via bimolecular reactions involving phenyl-type radicals presents a fundamental shift from previously accepted perceptions of PAH formation via HACA-based pathways and suggests that cold molecular clouds such as TMC-1 and OMC-1 are potential molecular nurseries of PAH synthesis. This view challenges conventional theories that PAHs can be synthesized only in hightemperature environments, such as those present in circumstellar envelopes of evolved carbon stars such as IRC+10216. Therefore, the edges of molecular clouds, at which atomic gas is transformed into molecular gas and carbon drives a complex hydrocarbon chemistry, are likely the prime growth locations of PAH formation via de facto barrierless routes involving two neutral reactants.
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